
USER GUIDE

1. Quick Start

Syncphonia consists of two apps: a Conductor app (right) and a Performer app (below).
The Conductor app displays the full score and controls the tempo of connected Performer
apps. The Performer apps display individual parts and synchronise highlights and page
turns to the pulse of the Conductor app.

When you download Syncphonia, it comes with existing repertoire in the score library (see
section 4 for details). These XML files contain both the full score and all individual parts.
When you choose a score in the Conductor app, all connected Performer apps will instantly
display that piece; Performers can then select their individual part or ‘All Parts’ to view the full 
score. New Performer apps can be opened at any time and will receive notification of the current 
score via bluetooth.



2. Controls Explained

2.1 Conductor Controls

1. Go to: allows immediate jump to figure or bar numbers as
marked in score, for rehearsing

2. Beat: displays the current beat during count in and playback

3. Restart: returns to the first bar of the current score

4. Score manager: displays all scores in the library. Once
selected, the full score is displayed on the conductor app, and
individual parts are available on all connected Performers

5. Settings: turns beat highlighting on-off (bar highlighting is
always on) and gives options for counting-in and beats - see below 

6. Tap tempo: tapping anywhere on the screen sets the tempo at
the start of the piece and enables expressive timing throughout

7. View: for larger scores, chooses between scroll or compressed
display of all parts
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2.1 Conductor Controls continued …

Conductor tempo control:

Tempo is controlled by tapping on the iPad surface of the Conductor App. Tap anywhere with one finger 
and you will see a green frame flash. Select options by tapping on the Settings icon, bottom right. 

First choose whether to highlight each individual beat using the slider. Then choose your options: 

Count In

None   beats start with your first tap
1 Bar  tap screen for 1 bar then beats will start 
2 Bar   tap screen for 2 bars then beats will start  - this is the default so you can tap for a bar, 
  conduct your ensemble for a bar then start playing

Metronome

Manual  Conductor taps screen for every beat - for advanced ensembles
Tap In   Conductor sets the tempo by tapping 1 or 2 whole bars. The system will then continue at  
  this tempo. This is the default - perfect for less experienced ensembles
Auto   use the scroller to select your speed using the built-in metronome. Beats will then start at  
  this speed - great for getting tricky passages up to speed

The Tap In option - a constant beat set by the Conductor - is great for rehearsals and beginners, but to 
achieve more expressive tempo, drop in at any time and keep conducting by tapping on the screen. 

Once you’ve tapped a whole bar or more, the system will continue at the new tempo - or you can tap 
each beat if you prefer. This allows for sudden tempo changes, ritenutos and rallentandos.



2.2 Performer Controls

1. Part selection: Browse and choose your part or select 
‘All Parts’ to view the full score score up to 5 staves at a 
time.

2. Settings: Turn beat highlighting on-off (bar
highlighting is always on)

3. Rehearsal light: When the leader is
conducting, a green light is shown at the
bottom right of the screen and the pages turn
automatically in time with the music. During
rehearsal breaks, when the green light is out,
players can scroll through their parts, just like
paper scores
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3. Preparing to Play - with the Conductor and at least one Performer open, you are ready to play in 6 easy steps:

1. Tap on the Your Scores icon on the Conductor to 
access the Library and select the score you wish to 
play. The instrumentation is displayed. 

2. Tap ‘Open’ at the bottom of the instrumentation 
page. Your score will open. 

4. Select the relevant instrumental part on each Performer

5. Tap in one or two bars in Conductor to start the beats

6. Play! 

3. Select your Count In 
option using Settings - cog 
icon bottom right. Return 
to your score by tapping on 
the cross, top left. 



4. Free Scores

Syncphonia comes with 36 pieces of classical and new repertoire arranged for players and singers of all 
abilities including GCSE and A level music set works.

Most pieces have been carefully arranged for a combination of easy and intermediate parts for 
instruments. Many have parts in C (violin, flute, viola, cello, bassoon, trombone) Bflat (clarinet), Eflat 
(saxophone, euphoniuim) and F (French horn). 

Guitar chords, easy percussion parts and a piano part are provided, along with ‘Colour Notes’ parts  
with notes coloured according to the boomwhacker colour scheme, for those very new to reading 
musical notation.

Syncphonia currently displays XML scores created in Sibelius. We are working on a future version which 
will allow you to upload your own scores, using Sibelius or other notation software, or purchase 
existing arrangements.



5. Further Info

5.1 Obtaining and creating Music XML files

MusicXML is an open, XML-based, music notation format that can be opened by numerous music creation software 
products.

MusicXML files is the standard digital format and there are an increasing number of free online sources. However, 
standards vary, and currently only files originated in Sibelius can be used in Syncphonia. 

5.2 Practical Considerations

The iPads sit comfortably on a standard music stand or can be held in a bespoke iPad clamp which fits on a standard 
mic stand. iPads can be held inplace on a music stand with a piece of electrical tape or velcro.

5.3 How does it work? Local wireless network communication

The apps communicate via bluetooth 4 and peer-to-peer WiFi - that means no need to connect to the internet, no 
issues with local networking, and very low latency. We have tested up to 25 devices up to a distance of 30 meters 
without error.

Contact: lizwebbmanagement @ gmail.com








